Wedding Band and DJ Service - Complete Entertainment Package

NEW SOUL DUO
Affordable. Unforgettable.
Watch your entire day fall into place
as New Soul Duo creates the perfect
flow and mood by use of music,
lighting, timing and pure energy.

SO MUCH MORE
THAN A DJ
UNIQUE LIVE
versions of popular
hit songs from every
decade

MAKE REQUESTS!
Use your own Spotify
list or leave it all up
to the professionals

ADAPTABLE
music and lighting to
complement the
different settings
throughout the day

FUN WAYS
to involve the
audience and feature
special guests

BEAUTIFUL STAGE
to make your
banquet room
sparkle all day

You're Covered! Rest assured, these gentlemen are
experienced and exceed professionalism. Anthony Blaine and
Vance Alexander understand every wedding is unique and has
specific requirements. This is why they work with the venue,
wedding planner and MCs to give you a seamless, hassle-free
experience.
Ever wanted to see Grandma
Betty rip it up on the dance
floor? How about Ol' Uncle
Tom? Now's your chance, so
get those cameras ready!
Creating a vibrant dance floor
and priceless memories is
what this specialty act is all
about!
Their song selection is
undeniably impressive, and the
energy is contagious. You will
enjoy all your favourite singalong melodies with a
refreshing new twist, while
feeling involved in the action.
And for only two guys, they
pack a punch! Utilizing over 10
mics and a state-of-the-art pro
audio system, they are able to
create that big wall of sound
that you hear at professional
concerts.
Included in the show is NSD's
very own DJ Yaya who acts as
the event host. Not only does
she process all your song
requests, but she adds a third
personality on stage and keeps
your guests dancing.

NSD comes completely selfcontained. All that is required
for the show is a power outlet
and a small space. This is what
makes New Soul Duo such an
effective solution for all your
entertainment needs.

www.newsoulduo.com

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
Ambiance - Technicalities - Coordination - Gifts and Prizes
CEREMONY

KEY SONG MOMENTS

Music will be provided for the
entire ceremony. This includes a
custom playlist for the pre/postceremony and the songs of your
choice for the processional,
recessional, signing, and any
other parts of the ceremony.
These can be played live or they
can be your favourite artist
recordings.

Personalize your wedding with
songs for those special key
moments. Request in advance
your ideas for which songs to
play during your entrance into
the banquet hall, as well as
songs for cake cutting, garter
and bouquet toss.

LIVE MUSIC
New Soul Duo will play 3 live 50
min sets (minimum). They play
top hit songs and classics from
every decade. They are highly
energetic and experts when it
comes to reading a crowd. So all
you have to do is enjoy the
experience. Your guests will talk
about it for years to come!

DINNER & COCKTAIL HOUR

DJ MUSIC

Customized playlists have been
assembled to give you an ideal
mix of popular songs from every
genre to cater to a variety of your
guests age brackets and tastes.
They include a mix of rock, pop
and soul from every decade, but
you are welcome to add your
suggestions or even your own
specified playlists.

DJ Yaya will provide dance
music during the band breaks
and after the live show ends.
Song requests can be taken
during this time as well. She will
often give out party supplies and
find other ways to engage the
guests, attracting them to the
dance floor.

ALSO INCLUDED:
•
A wireless microphone system
for the MCs and officiant
•
Audio capabilities for special
presentations
•
Professional dance lighting
•
Control of venue lighting
throughout the evening to match
the ambiance of the cojkjkjbcktail
hour, dinner and the show
•
LED props and party supplies
•
A beautiful black and gold
sequin backdrop, great for photos
•
Professional non-residue AV
tape to cover ground cables,
ensuring the safety of your guests
•
Stanchion barriers to deter
your guests from tampering with or
damaging audio equipment
•
Extra party photo and videos
from the band, taken long after
your photographer leaves
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Minors, especially
children, rarely get the
chance to experience
live music. Their faces
always seem to light
up as they witness the
magic of a real life
band playing.

Advantages of Live Music
Live music boasts a dramatic presentation, and even more infectious
are the personalities that come out on stage. It's this human energy
that sticks with people and makes the day more EMOTIONAL and
MEMORABLE, which is exactly what a wedding is supposed to be.
Another advantage of hiring a band is that for the guests who don't like
to dance, they are still able to sit back and enjoy an interactive show!
"Thanks to New Duo Soul our guests will
never forget our wedding. Song after song
after song they had everyone on the
dance floor. They played all the crowd
pleasers, entertained everyone, and were
honestly the highlight of the wedding."
-Sabrina, Married on 01/07/2018

both KILLED IT. Thank you for making our
reception a memorable one. For all those
bride/ grooms out there considering hiring
New Soul Duo... you will NOT be
disappointed. Splurge on a live band its worth
it. These guys are a one stop shop.
-Kelsey, Married on 30/09/2017

"These guys were absolutely amazing! I
am a musician myself and I thoroughly
enjoyed their performance and crowd
engagement. They were easy to work
with, flexible, and can perform many
different genres of music."
-Eric, Married on 18/03/2018

"The compliment we get most about our
wedding is about the band. When they played
our wedding our guests were blown away by
their talent and great set lists. People had fun
and for us that was all that mattered, New
Soul Duo made that happen."
-Angie, Married 19/08/2017

"They have a massive sound for a 2 piece
band and are expertly able to read and
work a crowd. I think we have come full
circle on the DJ vs Band debate, Live
music for life!"
-Connor, Married on 17/02/2018

"The best money we've ever spent. Vance
and Tony are talented, fun, and down to earth.
They included DJ service, backdrop (even
more gorgeous in person), and PA system set
up. The stage was beautiful, and we were
able to use their set up for speeches, games,
and more. Thank you for making our big day
extra memorable and worry free."
-Amy, Married on 22/07/2017

"The highlight of our Canmore Wedding.
Vance was extremely flexible and
accommodating in planning the event.
They were the easiest of all of our vendors
to communicate with. We would
reccomend them 11/10"
-Sarah, Married on 18/08/2018
"Once we got engaged you were the first
vendor (even before our venue or
officiant!) we reached out to becuase we
knew we HAD to have you guys play at
our wedding. And no surprises here, you

"These guys absolutely took our wedding to
the next level. They are top-notch musicians
and they make enough sound between the
two of them to rival a 4 or 5 piece band."
-Ben, Married on 15/07/2017
"We don't think there was a single person
(130), that didn't make it to the dance floor at
least once."
-Carissa. Married 17/09/2016

It's a well-known fact
that music is beneficial
for brain development,
but what some people
forget is the
importance of simple
inspiration and joy!
All it takes is that one
special guitar strum or
cymbal smash and a
child is forever hooked
on a feeling!

Wedding Wire
◆
◆
◆

Over 20 reviews
5.0/5.0 Stars
Gold Member

Calgary Event Awards
Top 3 Finalist
for Best Entertainment!
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WE WANT NEW SOUL DUO!
What's Next?
1. Contact Vance Alexander at
(403) 606-1174, or send an email to
newsoulduo@gmail.com to receive a price
quote.

CHECK OUT
NSD AT THEIR
NEXT PUBLIC
EVENT!

2. Fill out the Wedding Details Form which
will be provided.
3. Sign and return the Performance
Contract.
4. Send a deposit via e-transfer to secure your
wedding date.
5. Relax! NSD will take care of the rest.

BOOK A FREE
CONSULTATION
WITH THE
BAND

Check them out on weddingwire, youtube,
facebook, instagram, and snapchat!

Vance Alexander
(403) 606-1174
Contact via e-mail:
newsoulduo@gmail.com

